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Summary
Due to the advancements in computation technologies, apparent in small, faster, and parallel processing capabilities both in hardware and software, there has been a paradigm shift to ubiquitous computing. Most of the computing platforms exist in the form of mobile computing, where portability and round-the-clock accessibility is the main advantage. Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) helps bridging Cloud Computing seamlessly into a mobile environment to elastically enhance resource utilization in the on-demand requirements for the mobile users and mobile applications providers. The main goal is the provision of a better experience for mobile users by alleviating problems concerning storage, computational power, and battery. This removal of resource limitation occurs in the form of Task offloading. Cloud has the capability to compute faster using the numerous resources available, more storage performance and a constant supply of power compared to mobile devices, hence “heavy-lifting” the cloud is the optimal approach to mitigate resource limitations. Many models have been proposed which take certain parameters into consideration for offloading such as the speed of the cloud versus the speed of mobile devices, and the bandwidth available for transfer between the cloud and the mobile device etc. Moreover, before offloading decisions need to be made on what are “offloadable” elements of the code. This annotation is done either manually by the developers of the applications or automatically through appropriate partitioning tools. CloneCloud, which is the focus of this paper, helps in automatically marking the potential “offloadable” blocks in bytecode in a static fashion and then at runtime determines the optimal offloading. CloneCloud uses virtual machine migration (VMM) to transfer mobile application blocks to a cloud server using either 3G or Wifi. This paper elaborates on the framework details of the CloneCloud, the shortcomings found in this model and our proposed solution.
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1. Introduction
Relatively cloud computing is defined as the service which provide the facilities to store and share resources, information, and software to other computer and portable devices. This service provided over the Internet. The basic purpose is to facilitate the users to their resources without having knowledge of physical location and provide transparency from requesting resources to getting back their response is the major deter- mination of cloud computing. As Mobile cloud computing (MCC) is just belong to cloud computing. It refers as the simple infrastructure where data processing and storage are kept on the cloud. It provides a broader range of user to facilitate this service. The main objective of MCC is to deliver better experience to the users who have limited data storage, processing, and battery consumption in their mobile devices [1]. It provides ease to mobile application because processing and storage of data are moved to the cloud. Now the data storage and processing are controlled by powerful computing and accessed over the wireless network. This reduces the need of users to have wide CPUs speed and memory to run dense mobile applications as all the complicated processing are now done in the clouds. Further, user can access their resources and applications from anywhere as the cloud is distributed over the world at different locations. For instance, (Google, Amazon, etc) having their datacenters at different geographical area. Private and local clouds have limited scalability but high performance in terms of caching, battery consumption, delays, and more important privacy on the user’s devices.

In this paper, we provide a survey of the challenges that exist in the mobile computing and cloud computing architecture, its scope, and the future enhancements. We also focus on CloneCloud model that provides an avenue to bridge the gap between mobile devices and the efficient processing on the cloud using cloning techniques. We elaborate on the structure of CloneCloud that aids in dynamic partitioning of mobile application in “offloading” seamlessly into the cloud. We also show where limitation CloneCloud lies and how we can manage to optimize it for improving QoS of applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview of the MCC and its challenges. In Section III CloneCloud has been described. We then elaborate on the design of CloneCloud’s partitioning components in Section IV. Section V delineates the CloneCloud’s limitations and the proposed improvements. Finally Section VI concludes the paper.
2. Mobile Cloud Computing

As the need of mobile applications availability are increases. The cloud is distributed to provide the processing of applications and accessibility at any time. However, in order to achieve this, many issues are occurring. Integration between MCC and mobile networks are also facing many technical challenges. To approaches are used for system architecture. Firstly Client-Server approach, which used Remote Procedure Call mechanisms for inter-process communication through machines, networks and address space. Secondly Virtualization framework which is a core mechanism for cloud computing. Figure 1 shows the ecosystem of Mobile Cloud Computing.

![Ecosystem of MCC including its important components.](image)

To increase battery lifetime and makes the performance better of applications, offloading is the main mechanism of MCC. But there several issues pertaining to dynamic and efficient offloading under different situations.

A. Offloading in the static environment

As offloading is a main feature of MCC for improving performance. But when we examine in static environment. It has major issues. As Research shows in [2], offloading is not always become efficient to save battery life. Offloading sometime might consumes more energy for code compilation than in local processing. It has also been observed that offload- ing consumes more energy in small size code. For instance, experiment evaluated that when a code after compilation have 500KB in size. For communication offloading consumes only 5% of energy in it and local processing consumes 10% of the device battery. In this way offloading saved 50% of the device energy. But when offloading compute small size of code likes 200KB. It consumes 30% of energy for computation which is more than local processing computation.

It is major problem to decide whether to offload or not and which portion of the codes offload to improve the efficiency for mobile applications. It is also considered that different wireless devices consumes different amount of energy and different data transfer rates while doing offloading.

To solve this problem, a solution was suggested [3]. A program estimated and partitioning the code on the basis of energy consumption before program execution. The best way for offloading the program and code partitioning is made on runtime with dynamism. This will be decided on runtime and there is always a trade-off between the cost of computation and communication.

As computation cost is based on time and communication cost is based on data transmitted size and network bandwidth.

This computation and communication cost trade-off change in runtime execution.

Many solutions for portioning the program before execution are proposed. In the paper by Li et al. [4], another portioning scheme presented for offloading. This scheme was planned for offloading computational mobile tasks. It is based on the data sharing information and time at procedure call level. A branch and bound algorithm is applied on cost graph. The main purpose of this scheme is to minimize the communication and computation cost of total energy consumption. The main idea of this scheme is consider an approximate solution for partitioning the program. This scheme only work for partition procedure call tasks.

Another solution was presented [5], which take decisions for the components of java programs to be offloaded. The program first divided the program and then decided which part of the java program is offloaded on the basis of size of functions. Then calculate the computation cost. After that local and remote execution time is compare by this approach. The cost is also based on wireless transmission for the execution time.

Hunt and Scott [6] proposed Coign, which is an automatic system of distribution partitioning. It transforms in to distributed applications and not accessing the codes. The approach constructs a graph to search the best possible distri- bution. This distribution is based on scenario profiling. It uses lift-to-front minimum-cut graph-cutting algorithm for finding the least communication time.

Many approaches uses the size of data, its network bandwidth and execution time for finding the best solution of partitioning the program before offloading. It is very difficult to find the precise execution time for improving performance by offloading because of computation and communication time changes in dynamically runtime. Incorrect execution time may result of inefficient performance of applications.

A more efficient approach is presented by [7], it do not require any execution time for computation of instance.
Online statistics are examining for computation time and find out the optimal timeout. If the computation of programs are not completed after timeout. Then the program will be offloaded. This approach only evaluates the inaccuracy of computation time. It is proved by experiments that the approach also save 17% more energy than other approaches.

B. Offloading in the dynamic environment

The environment changes dynamically may also causes many issues. For instance, a data may be lost on the server when it is response to the client or the data convey may not reach to the destination. Table I shows the suitable offloading techniques relative to different environment. In the paper by Ou et al. [9], investigate the offloading systems performance working in wireless communication. To evaluate the efficiency of offloading, researchers consider into three situation of execution of an applications. The cases are:

1) When the mobile application works fine locally with offloading.

2) When the application runs in offloading environment without failures.

3) When the application operating on offloading with presence of failure recoveries.

In the third case, when failures occur, the operation of application re-offloaded. The portion in which the failure occurs will be re-offload. This improves the execution time. But there are some limitations of this approach. The mobile connection is a wireless ad hoc local area network. Disconnecting of wireless connection during offloading execution will also result in failure.

Another research considers general behavior of environmental changes [10]. They also provide solution of these changes for offloading. For instance, disconnection at the stage of program execution in case of connection status, the server maintains the execution knowledge after checking the connection status of the client for the running tasks. When the connection recovered for the running tasks, server sends the response to the client. In case of unavailability the server waits for the predefined time period and then deleted.

One major drawback of this approach is that it only provides general solution. The approach does not define how to dynamically partitioning the application.

3. CloneCloud

CloneCloud enhances mobile applications by off-loading part of the server from mobile devices on to clone’s devices. It is designed to provide a service platform for mobile devices. This service worked for generic mobile device processing. As shown in Figure 2, the system transforms the finest network connection of the relative mobile device, application calculated patterns and cloud from single execution of a mobile device in to distributed execution. The perception of this type of system lies in following: The execution of the program in the cloud is relatively more secure, faster and efficient than the execution on the mobile devices. The process paying the cost and may be worth it for sending the execution code from the mobile to the cloud and vice versa. The computation is required to find the performance metric.

Between the existing application and the cloud partitioned application. Cloud late-binds the partitioning if the performance metric of the cloud partitioned code is better. The decision of partitioning is finer grained. It’s partitioned different amount of original application on the cloud. Additionally the partitioning not only impacts the application but also impact to the overall performance of the execution. It impacts on the network connection, execution workload, and CPU speed of mobile devices and cloud devices.

The basic aim of Clone Cloud is to take decision about where to run application, and which is more flexible. Another important goal of clonecloud is to take the quality decisions itself without any programmer effort on partitioning the applications. As programmers are also not eager to do hand code job for all types of scenarios a user can face. But also we can imagine the fact that unexpectedly the automatic partitioning do not optimized the application as the experienced programmer can do this hand code. Moreover, the applications on store which gain more popularity having very low motivation to optimize its applications for effective performance and to run on different architecture and networks, consume less battery lives. So, as a result clonecloud goal is to partitioning the applications flawlessly without need of the source code.
In this paper, the mechanism applies on application layer.

Application layers Virtual Machines (VM) are extensively used on mobile platform. As VM is simpler to migrate and manipulate applications on different sets of architectures. The clone cloud prototype has shown all the design goals on Figure 3. It rewrites the actual application, after modify the application; automatically threads migrate from mobile to cloud devices. The remaining functionality works on mobile devices. It only gets blocks if it required accessing the migrated partition code. This is showing opportunistic but also a traditional concurrency. The thread which migrated on cloud, accessing the cloud devices such as accessing the fast CPU, storage, network connections. After processing on the cloud devices the modified state return back to the original process. The decision is taken by partitioned component whether to migrate on the cloud or not. The partitioned components have static analysis on the application which define the constraints and also have dynamic profiling which evaluates the cost for migrating the execution thread. To optimize the calculated total execution time, a mathematical optimize is used. It aims is to optimize the energy consumption on mobile devices and the total time taken by the process.

The model for efficiently use of ambient resources in not new. As Balan et al. [11], also researched for partitioning and executing the application. Further clone cloud is built on existing resources. But it enhance in a novel way. Satyanarayanan et al. [12], research about the clone cloud migration at thread level granularity. It also migrates the code on the cloud except those which require on mobile devices. For example camera and organizing the user interface. Aridor et al. [13], and Zhu et al. [14] work shows that the clone cloud allow migrating operation to execution on mobile and cloud devices. It not only accessing raw resources of cloud devices (i.e. CPU power) but also access specialized resources when fundamental library and OS are try to implement them. MAUI [15], also examine the total cost by static analyzer and dynamic profiler with the help of programmer. The scheme also used optimizer to solve the partitioning issues. Beside these researches, this model can accomplish the performance for mobile applications 20x speed up and also 20x less energy consumption.

The main aim of partitioning is to decide which part of the mobile application is partition and migrate on the cloud and also decide which part retain on the mobile device for execution. The mechanism of partitioning is made offline on clone cloud. Those applications which have objective to target on the application VM stage may also be partition. The result of partitioning is partition the application part where the execution takes place and migrates from mobile to clone cloud. There is no need a programmer to write and explain some standard rules for it. And there is no need for having source code. Partitioning mechanism works for following parameters: i.e. network connections, energy consumption and CPU performance. It took these parameters and optimizes the total energy an time taken by the mobile device. The mechanism may work multiple times for different function and different conditions of execution. Also at runtime, the distributed execution selects a partition from the database. It implements the partition using fast modification. In figure 4, the conceptual workflow is shown. The partition made via static analysis of program and dynamic profiling.

A. Static Analyzer
The mechanism of partitioning using static analysis for evaluating the legal choices of partition the application. The choice of placing migrating and reintegrating in the code. According to the rule, the points of migration ad re-integration may be place anywhere in the code. But the process also reduces the legal choices and makes the optimization issues tractable. Further, the mechanism also restricts the migration from entry point and re-integration in the code to the exits point. This paper also makes two restrictions. Firstly the migration can only take place on the boundaries of application not on the core system library which also provides easiness on the implementation at runtime. Secondly the migration can take at VM layer, not on the native method boundaries. However this approach is not allowing native methods for migration but it also allowing the migrated methods to call up the native methods.

Fig. 3. Prototype Architecture of CloneCloud.

Fig. 4. Workflow Diagram for Partitioning Analysis.
In Fig. 5, significant parts of the program are shown. Its static control flow and partitioned graph are shown by an example. It shows a class C which has three methods. Firstly, function a() calls function b(), which carry out expensive processing. The static graph estimate the overall control flow. Exact flow is not determined because the program accomplishment is not determined. The estimation of the program is traditional because the program execution follows many different paths than the path exists in the graph but the communication does not hold. In figure 5(b), the static flow graph represent the method entry exist nodes. It is marked as <class name>.<method name>.<entry|exist>. In figure 5(c), partitioned graph is represented, the body of method c() works on the clone and the other part of the program runs on the mobile device. As method c() is not a native method but it can be call up the native methods.

Fig. 5. Static Analyzer program, control-flow graph, and a partition.

1) Constraints: The three following legal properties are defined which require by the migration process. The following properties explain the static analysis which achieves these constraints.

Property 1: The methods that uses specific resources must retain on a machine.

The property explain that if a method accessing the mobile features such as sensor, GPS location service and camera in a machine then those method should retain and execute on the mobile device. This property mainly concerned about the native and main methods of the program. Such methods are declared as (M) for mobile device. These methods manually recognized in the VM’s API. For instance, methods of VM API clearly refer to the camera. This will not repeat for each application an it is handle by the application platform once. The main methods are also marked in the $V_{M}$.

Property 2: Methods that have share native state must retain on a same machine.

Applications have native methods that share the same state below the VM. It share and access the native state. As this mechanism does not migrate the native methods on the clone. Such native method must be placed on the machine. For instance, a class of image processing has initialize, defect and fetch result methods that want to access native state, so these methods must be placed on the machine. Native state should be supposed automatically by avoid the burden and it works well. All native are declared by Nat in the class C for the set $V_{Nat}$.

Property 3: Prevent nested migration.

The property implies that for one smart phone and clone, no suspends and resumes should be nested. If a program is migrated once at the entry point, there should be no suspended until a resume occurs. The process of re-integration and migration should be executed alternatively.

The static analysis creates a static control-flow graph to implement this property. It captures the caller method. As shown in figure 5, if method a() is the partitioning entry points, then the entry points not shift to b() or c().

B. Dynamic Profiler

The function of profile is to build a cost model for the program execution. This cost model used energy consumption and execution time for the mobile devices. Multiple executions invoked by the profile for the applications. Each execution selected randomly input data and execute on clone cloud and mobile devices. The set ‘S’ output by the profiler of execution and also profiler tree $T$ and $T'$ created.

The tree shown in Figure 6 represents a compressed execution process in one platform. The node on tree had shown each method invocation. The root of the tree is the starting point of the function such as main. This method is user-defined method in the application. Further calls for methods are presented as edges in the tree. These calls are from the main root parent method to the child methods. The order of method is not significant. Every node particularly explains the cost metric representation in the tree. This cost metric is defines execution time. Every method invocation from the parent to its children, non leaves also have a leaf child, which is called residual node. These nodes represent cost of running execution body. It excludes the cost of those methods which is called by it. So each node shows the child node invocation state size and also the end invocation state size. This amount of output is needed for the migratory to view and transmit in different directions.
3.2 CloneCloud Optimization

CloneCloud has seamlessly allowed single-machine execution on a mobile device into a distributed computation using cloud cloning technology. It has achieved this via integrating thread granularity of application code migration. The mobile application can operate in a halt-free manner both on the local device as well as on the clone. This has enabled optimum utilization of power in a resource-constrained mobile device and in a high computational environment of the cloud. However, while it allows virtualization of most components of the executable code in the cloud it has a limitation of not permitting virtual access to native resources. In the case where the method of the application requires access to truly local resource such as the camera/GPS on the mobile phone, it makes the right decision to keep that method pinned on the device. Although, in cases where hardware facilities such as the network or the OS component, which are present both on the mobile device as well as on the clone in the cloud, the non-virtualized access can be detrimental to performance. It would be more optimal to allow migration of such methods in conjunction with an RPC-like mechanism to enable access to remote resources.

This virtualization can occur in the similar fashion to other “offloadable” components. An image can be created of the application and sent to the surrogate (on the cloud) for execution [16]. This can then incorporate migration of previously un-virtualized parts which are then synchronized periodically. This will increase efficiency and allow powerful execution using resources unavailable locally on the device. Similarly, the RPC-based approach can be utilized more robustly to execute code reliant on the device’s hardware. Dynamically offloading such mechanism which increases parallelism can protect against the bottleneck and thereby bring drastic improvement to the CloneCloud model.

4. Conclusion

This paper has shed some light into the existing problems in Mobile Cloud Computing. The various technologies which are present to tackle issues relating to efficient offloading mechanisms which truly and cohesively bridge the gap between mobile devices and cloud computing. The architecture of CloneCloud has been elaborated in this paper, and about how it offers an adaptable code partitioning capabilities by taking in runtime parameters based on storage capacity of the device, computational power required and offered at the clone, and the network cost in migrating the code. CloneCloud achieves the challenges of providing basic augmented execution of mobile application using resources of the cloud. As a step further, this paper has also suggested optimization by virtualization of methods that are reliant on local hardware but can be executed efficiently both on the cloud and by cultivating the RPC-based mechanism for local mobile device components.
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